
1. State: 

1 English is called a „world language‟  

2 People had thought that Latin, Greek and all European languages came 

from Sanskrit, but Jones disagreed.   

3 The Romans invaded Britain for almost four hundred years, however a 

new language did not develop from Latin in Britain  

4 Define: Brythonic –Kurgans  –Jutes  -Wealas     

5 State:  C: printing machine had an enormous effect on  English .   

6 Between 1100 and 1500 several thousand words entered English from 

French. 

7  Chaucer wrote in the east midland dialect. 

8  It is difficult to explain why English replace Latin during the sixteen 

century, but a number of reasons may  be suggested. 

9 State:  :English vocabulary  was much richer between 1100-1500. 

10 :Chaucer wrote in the east midland dialect. 

11  printing machine had an enormous effect on  English .  

12 /It is difficult to explain why English replace Latin during the sixteen 

century, but a number of reasons may be suggested. 

13 Express your opinion for or against the idea that English occupies a 

unique positions among languages in respect of the contributions made to 

it by other languages and its consequent richness of vocabulary.  

14  Although some people continue to believe that there is only one “correct” 

grammar of English ,many others believe that all varieties of English are 

“correct”.    (Elaborate )  

15  A: The Battle of Hastings on 14 October1066, was the beginning of the 

Norman Conquest-an event which completely changed the history of the 

English Language (Elaborate)     

16 where did the following words come from ?fruit ,school, picture ,London,  

Caravan  

17 /State:Despite the fact that many words and grammatical forms were 

introduced to the  

18 English Language, the most important part of it is still that which came from 

the Angles and Saxons. 

19 The English days of the weeks are named after certain gods. 

20 Alfred was in many ways a remarkable man..  



21 James Murray had helped to create a dictionary which provided an accurate 

history of    

         the development of the English Language. Illustrate. 

22 What is Beowulf? By whom it is written? What is the value of it? Shed some 

lights on     Beowulf’s adventure.  
23 A:'England and America are two countries separated by the same Language,' 

wrote Bernard Shaw in 1942.Is this true today? Do Americans speak a 

different kind of English from the British?  If so, why? And why do they 
speak English at all?    

24  What  was the Great vowel shift? What consequences did this sound change 

have on contemporary English? 
25 At the time of independence in 1776, Americans began to take an interest in 

their language. They wanted to be separate from Britain in every way, and to 

feel proud of their country and way of life. (Elaborate)   
26  How was word formation process in old English? 

27 State:Despite the long Roman occupation 400 years the Latin words that lived 

on from that period   are very  few.  
28 A dictionary of the English Language was not perfect 

29 The spellings of the English words do not match their pronunciations.    

30  Illustrate the difference between James Bible and Shakespeare’s influence on 
English    

31 /Where did the following words come from? History, Thames, disco, 

chocolate, palace    
32 The political events between 1642 and 1688  made English people dislike 

change and wish for order and regularity in their Language .Mention the 

factors that led the English Language to be regular. 
33 :How can you show by examples that during on period of history there were  

three languages in simultaneous use in  England?      
34 : The Battle of Hastings on 14 October1066, was the beginning of the Norman 

Conquest-an event which completely changed the history of the English 

Language (Elaborate)      
35 where did the following words come from ?fruit ,school, picture ,London,  

Caravan  

36 State:Despite the fact that many words and grammatical forms were 
introduced to the English Language, the most important part of it is still that 

which came from the Angles and Saxons. 

37 The English days of the weeks are named after certain gods. 
38 Alfred was in many ways a remarkable man..  

39 James Murray had helped to create a dictionary which provided an accurate 

history of     the development of the English Language. 



40 What is Beowulf? By whom it is written? What is the value of it? Shed some 

lights on     Beowulf’s adventure.  
41 :'England and America are two countries separated by the same Language,' 

wrote Bernard Shaw in 1942.Is this true today? Do Americans speak a 

different kind of English from the British?  If so, why? And why do they 
speak English at all?    

42 What  was the Great vowel shift? What consequences did this sound change 

have on contemporary English? 
43 /At the time of independence in 1776, Americans began to take an interest in 

their language. They wanted to be separate from Britain in every way, and to 

feel proud of their country and way of life. (Elaborate)   
44     How was word formation process in old English? 

45  State:Despite the long Roman occupation 400 years the Latin words that lived 

on from that period  are very  few.  
46 A dictionary of the English Language was not perfect 

47 The spellings of the English words do not match their pronunciations.    

48  Illustrate the difference between James Bible and Shakespeare’s influence on 
English   /Where did the following words come from? History, Thames, disco, 

chocolate, palace    

49 :The political events between 1642 and 1688  made English people dislike 
change and wish for order and regularity in their Language .Mention the 

factors that led the English Language to be regular.  

50 :How can you show by examples that during on period of history there were  
three languages in simultaneous use in  England?                                         

 

 

 

 


